
➔ Capture and digitise data from multiple sources in 
simple steps

➔ Smart checklists to prevent missing documents & 
discrepancies

➔ Standardised master data to reduce risk of manual 
error while keep bespoke document templates for 
continuity

➔ Seamlessly bring in specialist external service 
providers and partners with easy invites

Fast, accurate document 
management

EXabler 

Effortless completion in minutes and 
consistent quality

+44 (0) 207 112 8905 info@exabler.com

®INDEX TRADE VALUE PROPOSITIONS
Documentation and digital trade 
Checking trades & ensuring compliance, consistency
Timing & control with your provider
Managing customs compliance with many goods & countries
Bring visibility, transparent and control to your business

⠀CREATE TRADE DOCUMENTS EFFORTLESSLY & BE READY⠀
⠀FOR NEXT GENERATION BORDERS⠀

Trust the content on every 
document

➔ Proprietary algorithm for checking all the finer 
details, including options for LC-specific rules

➔ Documents and trade held securely and centrally 
with permissioning

➔ Checking against the latest online market and data 
sources

➔ Future proof interfacing with new technologies and 
standards like DLT, ICC DSI, UN MLETR / UK ETDB

Digital trade underpinning every 
document 

Covers - this is what traders really need and 
like and valuation

Documentation creation

Document control, archiving, retrieval and 
storage

Document selection - 

AI ingestion

Letters of credit

More strategic

(between the lines) 
-- why have two portals, save money
-- MOU chambers

Document management
- Storage
- Capture
- Indexing & metadata
- Versioning & control
- Retrieval & search
- Security & access control
- Workflow automation
- Collaboration & sharing
- Integration & compatibility
- Audit trails & compliance
- Backup & disaster recovery



“Exabler is great for businesses like ourselves. Creating documents is easy. Saves us a lot of 
time and energy and great to have everything all in one place.”

Industrial goods trader

Easy-to-use, secure, up & running in hours

➔ Access anywhere, no installation, reduce in-house IT 
costs, rationalise portals

➔ Centralised storage of trade records for better audit & 
compliance

➔ Straight forward interfacing with any system

Compliance, control & documentation with 
end-to-end visibility

➔ Validate goods codes, estimate duties, seek 
guidance, create documentation

➔ Track compliance against import or  export 
licences/controls and measures

➔ Cashflow visibility due to duties, VAT, fees and 
other costs

Connectivity between traders, brokers, 
forwarders & others

➔ Automatically pre-check information 
before sending instructions

➔ Generate and share common trade documents 
digitally, once only data entry for all

➔ Work with providers effectively and minimise costs 
by optimising filing requirements

Streamline the operations of moving goods internationally

Visit Exabler.com to book your demo 

EXabler®

About Exabler
We help businesses navigate trade and facilitate access to freight, customs, finance and other services. Our platform 
connects businesses seamlessly with their chosen service providers, reducing the cost to access information and services.

Manage the risks and costs in your global supply chain 

+44 (0) 207 112 8905
info@exabler.com
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